Elementary Art for Young Artists

Primary Art Form:
Art

Target Audience:
Under 18 (specify grade level below)

Bio:
Hi, I am Samantha Kristine Dallett, an artist and teacher. In September 2019, I started as an Artist in Residence with the Non-profit Arts Alive Nassau and began teaching 3rd and 4th grade art at Yulee Elementary School, in Yulee, Fl. I completed my first year teaching this April, and will be returning to Yulee Elementary School this Fall. On this platform I wish to reach a larger audience of young artists and students interested in the Arts. Through lessons based on the elements of art, Ill begin with teaching the basic building blocks of art while connecting them to real life, and moments in art history. The students will be exposed to different mediums and drawing techniques while also developing a sense of artful thinking and expression.

Session Description:
Together we will work through many areas of art, varying from art history to creative projects. Studio Project Sessions will be spent making projects and are announced in days prior, so students can prepare materials. These days will include quick introductions to the materials/projects, and a time for clean up at the end. Lessons will be spent explaining and gaining understanding on artistic ideas, materials or methods; participation will aid in the understanding of that weeks lesson.

Spend 12 weeks working through art projects and diving deeper into the world of art with Artist and School Teacher Miss. Samantha Kristine.

Requirements:
Working area should have good lighting, be kept clean, and must have a flat surface or desk to work on. Must come with materials prepared.